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Background
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) = Life-
threatening lung injury where fluid builds-up in alveoli
→ Shortness of breath + restricted blood oxygenation

Treatment = Mechanical ventilator to force air in and 
out of the lungs and improve oxygenation
→ Ventilator settings recommendations vary with
ARDS severity

Problems = No efficient methods to assess severity + 
readily and accurately define ventilator settings [1]

Idea = Determine ARDS severity by estimating alveoli
proportions of the 3 categories [2]: healthy (H), 
unstable but recruitable (R), damaged (D) alveoli

Aim = Develop a lumped parameter model (LPM) of 
the lung representing the 3 alveoli types to assess
extent of lung injury, based on simple ventilator
measurements

Methods
Create LPM in MATLAB & Simulink representing
alveoli categories with RC compartments
→ Alveoli proportions linearly influence RC 

parameters
→ No damaged alveoli compartment as they

are flooded and can not inflate/deflate
→ Recruitable alveoli are collapsed below the 

TOP = Threshold Opening Pressure

Deduce alveoli proportions of Control and 
ARDS mice using 2 sets of pressure-flow 
ventilator recordings

Results Discussion

Mean estimated alveoli proportions in healthy (H), 
recruitable (R) and damaged (D) regions indicative of 
ARDS severity for Control (n=6) and ARDS (n=6) mice.

Promising results as proportion of healthy alveoli was much
higher in Control compared to ARDS mice + ARDS mice had
higher proportion of recruitable alveoli, reflecting lung injury

This study suggests that our novel LPM can successfully
discriminate healthy from ARDS patients based on simple
ventilators recordings, highlighting the diagnostic utility of 
ventilators as hypothesized

Encouraging results motivate future extensions towards
validation with morphometric mice data, testing mice with
different ARDS severity, and translation of the model to clinical
use with additional components and dedicated data collection
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of Intensive Care Medicine/Society of Critical Care Medicine Clinical Practice
Guideline: Mechanical Ventilation in Adult Patients with Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome. American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine,
195(9), 1253–1263.
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Healthy
(H)

Damaged (D) = Completely flooded

Recruitable (R) = Partially flooded, 
recruited above the TOP 

(Threshold Opening Pressure)

o Lung injury caused by sepsis, trauma, pneumonia, …
o Fluid accumulates in alveoli impairing normal breathing
o 3 alveoli groups
o Patients are categorized as mild, moderate, or severe

depending on their blood oxygenation loss
→ Loss of information by using oxygenation level to define
severity: using a measure of lung heterogeneity would
better capture ARDS severity in a patient-specific manner

Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome

Mechanical Ventilation

Problem = No easy method to assess lung
heterogeneity at the bedside

Problem = No method to set ventilator settings in 
an optimal patient-specific manner

Aim = Leverage ventilators as a diagnostic tool to assess severity
of lung injury at the bedside

o Ventilators take over breathing of a patient
o Volume- or pressure-controlled
o Many ventilator settings: 

• Respiratory Rate
• Inspiration to Expiration ratio
• Fraction of inspired O2

• Positive End-Expiratory Pressure (PEEP)

Volume-controlled ventilation
(I=Inspiration, E=Expiration)

Pressure-controlled ventilation
(I=Inspiration, E=Expiration)
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Lumped Parameter Model Proportion Estimation Procedure

Structure
o Healthy alveoli: RC compartment
o Recruitable alveoli: RC compartment + TOP module
o Damaged alveoli: omitted as no air can flow through these

completely flooded alveoli

Components
o Pressure-controlled ventilator = varying voltage source
o Airways resistance = resistors
o Lung elasticity = pressure-dependent capacitors
o TOP module = additional components to represent the 

pressure above which recruitable alveoli are functional
→ Linear relationships RC components with alveoli proportions

Apply estimation procedure to:
o Control mice (n=6) → Intact lungs
o ARDS-model mice (n=6) → Injured lungs due to saline lavage
mechanically ventilated at low PEEP and high PEEP to give the 
low- and high-pressure sets required by the procedure
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2 sets of pressure-flow mice ventilator recordings (1 low- & 1 high-pressure)

For each set, extract tidal volumes + pressure boundaries

Run LPM assuming 100% 
healthy alveoli

Extract simulated tidal 
volume

Run LPM assuming ⍺
healthy alveoli & 0 
recruitable alveoli

Run LPM assuming ⍺
healthy alveoli & 1-⍺

recruitable alveoli

Estimate proportion of 
healthy alveoli (⍺) using
measured & simulated

volumes

Estimate proportion of recruitable alveoli (β) using
measured & simulated tidal volumes

Extract simulated tidal volumes
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Mice Estimated Alveoli Proportions

Mean estimated proportions of healthy (H), recruitable (R), and 
damaged (D) alveoli in Control (n=6) and ARDS-mice (n=6) Healthy: 

Control
Healthy: 
ARDS

Recruitable: 
Control

Recruitable: 
ARDS

o Control mice: high proportion of healthy alveoli→ Intact lungs
o ARDS mice: smaller proportion of healthy alveoli + higher

proportion of recruitable alveoli→ Injured lungs, partially flooded

✓ LPM successfully discriminates healthy from ARDS subjects

* = significant difference @ 0.05 level
with Mann-Whitney U test
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✓ Patient-specific measurements of ARDS severity

✓ Dual-use of ventilators: therapeutic + diagnostic

✓ Real-time method

Advantages Limitations 

- LPM made appropriate for mice: simplified model

- Mice data contained only 2 groups: only 1 ARDS 
severity was represented

- Circuit itself needs further characterization

Future Work 

→Translate LPM to humans: additional components + additional physiological
modeling (e.g., Threshold Closing Pressure)

→Differentiate ARDS severity: data collection across several ARDS groups

→Better characterize the LPM at intermediate pressure sets

→Define ventilator settings according to patient-specific lung injury from
estimated alveoli proporitons
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